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link: guitarmonik by sample hero another of sample hero's free kontakt libraries, guitarmonik, lets you use
guitar samples from vintage korg, fender and gibson guitars, alongside bass samples from an emi 12 string.
from the 10s and 19s, and 12s, with its mod wheel controls, the library brings to life the very best in classic
electric guitar tone, including the fiery, sizzling, ethereal, and of course, the mellowly-strummed. the bass
sounds use the inbuilt zend bass engine, but are also usable on the nord lead 2 and are routed back through
the built-in bass effects. the library includes a set of semi-automatic strumming patterns and extra arpeggios.
the individual kontakt instruments are split into 6 different keys and are fully routable. this means that you can
set all parameters to any key you want and it will work, plus you can also mix and match different kontakt
instruments in one project. this makes creating your own complete home-studio-ready mix of electric and
acoustic guitars a breeze. the free companion to the stylophone vst kontakt instrument is syphonium syphon.
this is a classic sample library for creating swelling, rumbling synth loops, and it comes with its own collection
of 9 excellent, custom-designed synth sounds: chorus, harmonic, phaser, lowpass, noise, sine, saw, synth and
wave. the library comes with a ready-to-use set of 24 of the most iconic synth sound presets, plus the synth
construction tools to get you started on your own custom sounds. the synth features two different pitch ranges,
two different types of modulation, and of course, the most advanced of all: polyphony. so whether you want to
make a big, fat synth sound, or a small one, or an infinite one, syphonium syphon will do it for you, even if you
don't have a clue about synth sound design!
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the first thing you'll notice is that the sound quality is absolutely stunning. the acoustic guitars are recorded
with state-of-the-art microphone techniques in a variety of acoustic guitar tunings, each with its own unique

flavor and character. the library also features full electric guitar samples. link: vintage toy tambourine by
sample hero one of the simplest yet useful free kontakt libraries out there! how many times have you struggled
with finding the right tambourine loop that would just sound right and especially in sync this kontakt library is a

deeply and exquisitely sampled vintage toy tambourine, captured to perfection with a stereo-pair of large-
diaphragm neumann microphones through a universal audio pre-amp. this antique tambourine is made of a

thin unknown metal with only 3-pair of rusted jingles and will absolutely set your compositions apart from the
rest! itssuper useful, locks perfectly to your songs tempo and has the unique sound of a trashy vintage toy

tambourine. link: acoustic electric guitars by sample hero a simple but powerful kontakt library with a strong
focus on acoustic electric guitars. these guitars are modeled to be played acoustically and will bring that

acoustic vibe to any composition. a set of strings and a pickup are included and have been recorded to give
you the best sounding electric guitar ever. you will be amazed! the guitars are recorded in a mix of different
types of acoustics - nylon strings, steel strings, and wood. the library includes a steel guitar, baritone guitar,

violin, and the fiddle. 5ec8ef588b
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